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Arrays of evanescently coupled waveguides can be used to retrieve simultaneously the first order
correlation functions in multiple-field interferometry. Here it is shown that this remarkable property
of waveguide arrays is enabled only by the existence of non-local interaction, i.e. non-nearest-
neighbor coupling between the waveguides.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Classical interferometry usually deals with the analysis
of the interference of a single pair of wave fields. However,
there are important applications in which the simultane-
ous interference of multiple wave fields is of relevance, like
stellar interferometry [1], the verification of the founda-
tions of quantum mechanics [2], or multichannel phase
measurements in biosensors [3]. In all these cases, the
retrieval of the mutual field-correlation functions (also
known as complex visibility) from the measurement of an
interference pattern is required. The interference pattern
can be generated by a multi-beam Young interferometer
[2, 3], or by a suitably designed, planar integrated optical
circuit [4]. Recently, it was shown that two-dimensional
(2D) arrays of evanescently coupled, single-mode waveg-
uides can be used for the same purpose [5–7].

One dimensional (1D) and 2D arrays of evanescently
coupled waveguides are the optical analogues of 1D and
2D tight-binding, solid-state quantum systems [8], re-
spectively. They were used to explore fundamental as-
pects of solid-state physics [9], quantum [10] and nonlin-
ear classical optics [11, 12], but also in applications such
as saturable absorbers for mode-locked lasers [11, 13].
From the theoretical viewpoint, arrays of coupled waveg-
uides are usually treated in terms of nearest-neighbor
coupling. However, non-nearest-neighbor (NNN) inter-
action becomes relevant for 2D square arrays, through
the coupling along the diagonal direction. In solid state
systems, NNN coupling is characteristic of long-range,
spatially nonlocal potentials. In optics, NNN interac-
tion was investigated in zig-zag arrays of waveguides and
found to influence the transport of light within the ar-
ray for single waveguide excitation [14]. NNN was also
proved to be an essential feature of arrays of waveguides
used to simulate optically an extended Hubbard model
[15]. In nonlinear systems, NNN coupling enables the
existence of higher order discrete solitons with nontrivial
phase profile, including e.g. discrete vortex solitons of
topological charge larger than unity [16].

In this article, I show that NNN coupling has a dra-
matic impact on the capability of a finite waveguide array
to retrieve the first-order correlation functions of multi-
ple input fields. Indeed, an array of waveguides with only
nearest neighbor coupling cannot be used to retrieve the

complex visibilities of the input beams. On the contrary,
the inclusion of NNN coupling allows the array to act as a
well-conditioned multichannel coherence sensor for some
input field configuration and array length. I show further
that this behavior is related to the fact that, in the case of
NNN coupling, the phase of the discrete input-response
function of the array is not bounded to a discrete set
(like in the nearest-neighbor interaction case), but can
take virtually any value. In particular, the presence of
NNN coupling breaks the spatial symmetry of the phase
pattern in the input-response function, which is typical of
nearest-neighbor coupled arrays. The symmetry break-
ing eventually allows the simultaneous retrieval of all the
mutual correlation functions of the multiple excitation
fields.
The paper is structured as follows: in Section II, I

recall the mathematical formalism necessary to handle
the problem of multi-field interferometry with arrays of
waveguides. In section III, I describe the impact of NNN
coupling on the capability of the array to retrieve the co-
herence information of the exciting fields. Section IV is
devoted to a recall of the analytical solutions of the light
propagation in general arrays of coupled waveguides. In
section V, I prove through numerical simulations that
the symmetry breaking of the phase pattern of the input-
response function of the array is a necessary condition for
the array to act as a coherence sensor for multi-field in-
terferometry. Finally, conclusions are drawn and further
applications of the results are outlined.

II. ARRAYS OF WAVEGUIDES AS

MULTIFIELD INTERFEROMETERS

Figure 1(a), illustrates how to retrieve the coherence
properties of multiple input fields (in this case, 4) by
means of an array of coupled waveguides. Each of the
input fields is coupled to a different waveguide at the
input facet of the array. The light propagates then in
the array and the multi-field discrete interference pat-
tern is detected by an array of detectors, each matching
the output of a single waveguide. By choosing appropri-
ately the input waveguides and the propagation length
in the array, it’s possible to relate uniquely the detected
output power pattern to all possible first-order mutual
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correlation functions of the input fields (complex visibil-
ities). The device is usually addressed as the discrete
beam combiner (DBC), a name which stresses the role of
light propagation in discrete optics (the arrays of coupled
waveguides, [17]) as underlying principle of the retrieval
of the coherence properties of light.

I recall now the mathematical formalism which de-
scribes quantitatively the operation of the waveguide ar-
ray as multi-field interferometer [5]. Light propagation in
an array ofN identical, single-mode waveguides is usually
treated in the frame of the coupled modes approximation.
In this approximation, it is considered that the neighbor-
ing waveguides perturb only the complex amplitude an
of the mode propagating in a given waveguide n. As a re-
sult, the mode amplitudes evolve along the propagation
coordinate z according to a set of N coupled equations:

i∂zan = βan +
∑

k 6=n

Cnkak, (1)

were Cnk is a matrix describing the coupling between
the modes n and k. β is the propagation constant of
the mode, which is the same for all waveguides. As il-
lustrated in Fig. 1(b), for a given waveguide, only three
types of coupling are relevant in a 2D array. We have the
nearest-neighbor interaction, which are characterized by
the horizontal and vertical coupling coefficients (Ch and
Cv), and the non-nearest neighbor interaction, character-
ized by the diagonal coupling coefficient Cd. In a linear
1D array, we can usually neglect NNN interaction and
the same formalism of Eq. (1) holds provided only the
horizontal coupling is retained (Cv = Cd = 0).

The general solution of the system of equation (1) can
be cast in the following form:

an(z) = e−iβz
N
∑

k=1

Unk(z)ak(0), (2)

where the complex matrix Unk(z) is referred to as the
input-response function of the array. Indeed, Unk(z) is
the amplitude of the mode n at the propagation distance
z, resulting from the excitation of waveguide k. The
input-response function of the array can be obtained from
direct integration of Eq. (1) or calculated analytically
(see Section IV). We notice that if ak(0) is finite for sev-
eral k (i.e. we are simultaneously exciting many waveg-
uides), the output fields an(z) result from a multiple-field

interference. Moreover, it is easy to demonstrate that
the power carried by the mode an(z) is a linear combina-
tion of all possible field-correlation functions of the input
fields Γij = 〈af(i)(0)a

∗
f(j)(0)〉 [5], with i, j = 1...M , M

being the number of simultaneously excited waveguides
and f is a function mapping {1...M} into the N indices
of the waveguides. By convention, we count the waveg-
uide sites as seen from the output facet of the array from
left to right and top to bottom (see also numbering in
Fig. 1(a)).
Provided we transform the field-correlation functions

in their quadratures, we can write the output mode-

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Cartoon illustrating the setup al-
lowing the simultaneous retrieval of the field-correlation func-
tions of 4 light fields injected in selected waveguides of a
square array of 5 × 5 coupled waveguides. The chosen num-
bering of the waveguides is overlaid. (b) Definition of the
relevant coupling coefficients in a square array of waveguides.

power pattern in terms of a real-valued vector-matrix
multiplication:

Pn(z) = |an(z)|
2 =

M2

∑

k=1

αn,k(z)Gk, (3)

where theM2 -element vector containing the quadratures
of the field-correlation functions is defined as [5]:

Gk = Γkk k = 1...M (4a)

Gj+(k−1)·(k−2)/2+M = Re{Γjk} j < k k = 2...M (4b)

Gj+(k−1)·(k−2)/2+M(M+1)/2 = Im{Γjk} j < k k = 2...M (4c)
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The elements of the matrix αn,k are related to the elements {U} by:

αn,k = |Un,f(k)|
2 k = 1...M (5a)

αn,j+(k−1)·(k−2)/2+M = 2Re{Un,f(j)U
∗
n,f(k)} j < k k = 2...M (5b)

αn,j+(k−1)·(k−2)/2+M(M+1)/2 = −2Im{Un,f(j)U
∗
n,f(k)} j < k k = 2...M (5c)
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Best condition number of the α-matrix
as a function of the relative diagonal and vertical coupling
strength.

For N ≥ M2, Eq. (3) represents an (over)-determined
system of equation which relates the output power pat-
tern Pn(z) to the first-order coherence state Gk of the
input fields. If the matrix {α} is well conditioned for a
certain propagation distance z and input configuration
f , we can find its (pseudo)-inverse and retrieve the co-
herence state of the input fields from measurements of
their discrete interference pattern Pn(z).
As a gauge of the conditioning, we will use the con-

dition number (CN) of the matrix, defined as the ratio
between the maximal and the minimal singular value of
the matrix [18]. The smaller the CN, the better condi-
tioned is the matrix. For practical purposes, we define
the α-matrix as well conditioned if the CN is below ∼ 10.

III. EFFECT OF NNN COUPLING ON THE

RETRIEVAL OF THE FIELD CORRELATION

FUNCTIONS

To illustrate the effect of the NNN coupling on the
retrieval of the field correlation functions, I performed
several numerical simulations for a specific realization of
the array of waveguides. In particular, I analyzed the
properties of a M = 4 field combination in a 2D array
of waveguides featuring N = 5 × 5 = 25 waveguides.
Although an array of 4 × 4 waveguides is sufficient to
retrieve the coherence of M = 4 optical fields [5], it was

shown that 2D arrays featuring N = (M + 1)× (M + 1)
waveguides has a significantly smaller condition number
than arrays featuring only N = M2 [19].
In the fist simulation, I keep the horizontal coupling

constant and investigate the impact of the vertical and
diagonal coupling on the conditioning of the α-matrix.
Figure 2 illustrates a scan of the best condition number
for the α-matrix of the investigated system as a function
of the diagonal and vertical coupling coefficients. The
best values were calculated within a maximum propaga-
tion length zmax = π/Ch = 2Lh (Lh is the horizontal
coupling length of the array). From the graph, two con-
clusions can be drawn, namely i) the strength of the diag-
onal coupling influences the condition number more than
the vertical coupling strength, and ii) for vanishing di-
agonal coupling, the condition number increases steeply.
In fact, by setting the diagonal coupling exactly to 0,
the condition number becomes infinite and the pseudo-
inverse of the α-matrix does not exist. The same situa-
tion happens by simulating the case of a linear array of
waveguides with only nearest neighbor coupling.
To gain insight in the mechanism responsible for

these observations, I analyze the α-matrix extracting
two quantities from its coefficients. I consider first
the cross-correlation terms of the input-response func-
tion {Un,f(j)U

∗
n,f(k)} (j 6= k), whose real and imagi-

nary parts are the elements of the α-matrix (see Eq. 5
(b) and (c )). These elements identify the weights of
the quadratures of the field correlation function Γjk in
the sum representing the output power carried by the
nth waveguide of the array. For each cross-correlation
term it is possible to define an interferometric phase
Φnjk = arg{Un,f(j)} − arg{Un,f(k)}, which is actually the
phase delay between the interfering fields observed at site
n and injected in sites f(j) and f(k). Next, we define
the auto-correlation terms of the input-response function
Anj = |Un,f(j)|

2 (first M columns of the α-matrix). The
auto-correlation terms describe the weight of the inten-
sity of the field j in the waveguide n. Trivially, the ampli-
tude of the cross-correlation terms of the input response
function {Un,f(j)U

∗
n,f(k)} is given by

√

AnjAnk.

For a given α-matrix, I consider now the N × M ×
(M − 1)/2 phases Φnjk and the N × M intensities Anj

as a statistical ensamble and evaluate their histograms
for decreasing diagonal coupling (see Fig. 3), along with
a comparison of the condition number of the α-matrix.
As for the test, I have chosen again the α-matrix corre-
sponding to a N = 5 × 5, 2D array of waveguides with
M = 4 exciting fields at waveguides 4, 6, 20 and 22 The
length of the array has also been fixed to zmax = 0.88 ·Lh
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FIG. 3. Histograms of the intensity and phase of the α-matrix
elements (see text for details) for three different values of
the diagonal coupling for a 5× 5 array excited in 4 different
points (waveguides 4, 6, 20, 22). The propagation length has
been fixed to zmax = 0.88 · Lh.As described in the labels,
the condition number (CN) of the α-matrix decreases with
increasing diagonal coupling.

and Ch = Cv (vertical and horizontal coupling are equal).
With Cd/Ch = 0.25, the chosen configuration gives the
best conditioned α-matrix with CN=3.6. From Fig. 3
we notice that the phases of the matrix are nearly evenly
distributed within the interval [−π,+π), while the in-
tensities are mainly concentrated at low levels. By re-
peating the statistics with a ten times smaller diagonal
coefficient (Cd/Ch = 0.025) we notice that the condi-
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FIG. 4. Histograms of the intensity and phase of the α-matrix
elements (see text for details) for three different values of the
diagonal coupling for a 5×5 array excited in 4 different points
(waveguides: 1, 2, 3, 4). The propagation length has been
fixed to zmax = 0.88 · Lh. Also in this case, the condition
number of the α-matrix is lower for larger diagonal coupling.

tion number has increased to CN=25.6 and the phases
are more concentrated around the values of {0, π}, while
the intensities are not affected significantly. For even
weaker diagonal coefficient (Cd/Ch = 0.0025), the con-
dition number has grown to CN=256, and all phases are
narrowly distributed around positions {0, π}.
For an arbitrary chosen input configuration f(j), the

CN is extremely high, nonetheless the nearly uniform
distribution of phases as compared to the discrete set
reduces the CN (see Fig.4) dramatically.
From these numerical experiments we may conclude

that the effect of the NNN coupling is to transform the
distribution of the phases Φnjk from a discrete set to a
continuous interval of values. This transition is also cor-
related with a decrease of the condition number with in-
creasing NNN coupling. To explain these observations,
we need however to have a look at the analytical descrip-
tion of the input-response function.

IV. PHASE OF THE INPUT-RESPONSE

FUNCTION OF THE ARRAY OF WAVEGUIDES

In this Section, I discuss the phase properties of the
input-response function for a general array of coupled
waveguides. For the N = (µ+1)×(ν+1) array of waveg-
uides with diagonal coupling coefficient Cd the input-
response function is [20]:

Ug(m,n),g(m′,n′) = im+n+m′+n′

∞
∑

k,l,α,γ=0

ik+l(−1)αµ+γν+k

×Dk,l(Cd, z) ·Hm,m′,k,l,α,µ(Ch, z) · Vn,n′,k,l,γ,ν(Cv, z),
(6)

where Ch and Cv are the horizontal and vertical cou-
pling coefficient. The function g(m, n) maps the waveg-
uide site coordinates (m, n) into a progressive number
from 1 to N . Finally, the functions D,H and V take real
values and are defined as follows:
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Dk,l(Cd, z) = Jk(2Cdz)Jl(2Cdz) (7)

Hm,m′,k,l,α,µ(Ch, z) =
[

(−1)−m′−k−lJm−m′−k−l+2α(µ+2)(2Chz) + Jm−m′+k+l+2+2α(µ+2)(2Chz)
]

(8)

Vn,n′,k,l,γ,ν(Cv, z) =
[

(−1)−n′−k−lJn−n′−k+l+2γ(ν+2)(2Cvz) + Jn−n′+k−l+2+2γ(ν+2)(2Cvz)
]

. (9)

Here, Jk(z) indicates the Bessel function of the first kind
and index k. We now discuss Eq. (6) for two different
cases. First, we consider the linear 1D array with nearest
neighbor interaction by setting Cd = Cv = 0, second,
we analyze the case of the 2D array with no diagonal
coupling (Cd = 0).
For Cd = 0, the only non-vanishing term in the sum-

mation on indices k and l in Eq. (6) is the case k = l = 0.
Thus, for the linear array of µ + 1 waveguides the field
amplitude at the waveguide m excited at site m′ reduces
to:

Um,m′(z) = im+m′

∞
∑

α=0

(−1)αµHm,m′,0,0,α,µ(Ch, z). (10)

It is evident that the input-response function is a complex
number given by the product of a real number and the
imaginary unit elevated to an integer exponent. There-
fore the phase can only take a value from the discrete set
S = {0, π/2, π, 3π/2}. Along propagation, we can have
a flip by π of the phase of Um,m′(z) depending on the
sign of the real number factor. Phase-flips are however
rare, due to the persistence of the sign of the real number
factor along the propagation coordinate.
The same phase behavior is observed for the 2D array

of waveguides without NNN coupling (Cd = 0). In this
case, we can write Eq. (6) in the following form:

Ug(m,n),g(m′,n′) = im+n+m′+n′

∞
∑

α,γ=0

(−1)αµ+γν

×Hm,m′,0,0,α,µ(Ch, z) · Vn,n′,0,0,γ,ν(Cv, z), (11)

which can be recognized again as the product of a real
number factor and the imaginary unit elevated to an in-
teger exponent.
The very existence of the diagonal coupling (NNN in-

teraction) has as a dramatic consequence for the phase
of the input-response function. In fact, an inspection of
Eq. (6) reveals that Cd 6= 0 entails that the summa-
tion over the indices k and l is not trivial. The field
Ug(m,n),g(m′,n′) results from the superposition of complex
numbers, therefore the phase can in principle take any
value in the interval I = [0, 2π) along the propagation
coordinate.
A numerical verification of the features of the input-

response function discussed above is illustrated in Fig. 5,
where the phase of the field in selected waveguides of a
5 × 5 array are plotted as a function of the propagation
distance for different values of the ratio Cd/Ch. The ex-
citation point of the array is in all cases site 1 (top-left

waveguide, as seen from the output facet of the array).
We see that in the case of no NNN interaction (Cd = 0),
the phase of the input-response function is piecewise con-
stant. The phase can flip by π only at few points along
the propagation coordinate. A completely different sce-
nario is observed as soon as we introduce a feeble diag-
onal coupling (Cd = 0.025). The phase is now varying
smoothly while approximating the phase jumps observed
in the case with no NNN interaction. For stronger di-
agonal coupling (Cd = 0.25), the phase dynamics of the
input-response function is smooth and does not approx-
imate any more the jumps of the Cd = 0 case.

V. PHASES OF THE INPUT-RESPONSE

FUNCTION AND THE CONDITIONING OF THE

α-MATRIX

With help of numerical simulations, I show now that
the phase relationships within the input-response func-
tion are crucial to obtain low condition numbers for the
α-matrix of the multi-field interferometer.
As an investigation tool, I use the statistical analysis of

the condition number of randomly generated α-matrices.
The matrices are generated by choosing randomly the
square modulus and phase of the input-response function

FIG. 5. (Color online) Phase of the output mode field for
injection site 1 and observation sites 11-14. The insets rep-
resent the simulated configuration, as seen from the output
facet of the array. Shaded waveguide: injection site. Black
waveguide: observation site.
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FIG. 6. Statistical distribution of the condition number of
a random α-matrix featuring 25 instances of interferometric
4-field combination (equivalent to a 5 × 5 waveguides beam
combiner). The histogram results from 10000 random matrix
realizations.

{U} of the waveguide array with N = 25 and M = 4. For
each input field j, the distribution of the square modu-
lus of the input-response function (Anj) is chosen to be
uniform in the interval [0, 1] and then normalized to the

total injected energy Ej =
∑N

n=1 Anj. Similarly, for the
input field j the N phases of {Unj} are chosen to be uni-
formly distributed i) over the interval [0, 2π) or, ii) over
the discrete set of values S = {0, π/2, π, 3/2π}. If the dis-
tribution of the phases plays a role in the conditioning
of the α-matrix, then we would expect that the average
CN will be higher for the second case (phases chosen in
a discrete interval).

Figure 6 illustrates the statistical distributions of the
condition number of 10000 realizations of the random α-
matrix for the case of phases of the input-response func-
tion distributed uniformly over the interval [0, 2π). The
distribution is peaked around a CN of 11, with an average
value of CN=11.6 and a standard deviation of 3. The sta-
tistical distribution of the condition number for the case
in which the phases of the input-response function are
randomly chosen in the discrete set S is identical to the
one of Fig. 6, and therefore not shown. This observation
shows that the type of distribution of the phases of the
input-response function does not impact the condition-
ing of the α-matrix, as long as the intensities of the same
matrix are chosen randomly.

However, there is a further subtler issue related to the
propagation of light in waveguide arrays without NNN
coupling, namely that not only the phases of {U} are
chosen from a discrete set, but also that their pattern
on the array is fixed by the geometry. This is evident
from Eq. (10) and (11), where the complex pre-factor of
the summation over the real functions is the imaginary
unit elevated to an integer exponent equal to the sum
of the site coordinates of the input waveguide and the
observation waveguide. By implementing this symmetry

in the generation of the random α-matrices, it turns out
that the condition number becomes infinite for all the
realizations. This symmetry of the phases is broken in
the general case of light propagation in arrays with NNN
coupling, due to the fact that the complex pre-factor is
now multiplied by a complex number, rather than a real
number (see Eq. (6)). The symmetry breaking is more
pronounced as we increase the strength of the NNN cou-
pling and the corresponding best α-matrix becomes more
well conditioned.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, I have shown the impact of NNN-
coupling on the conditioning of the matrix describing the
multiple-field beam combination in an array of coupled
waveguides. It was found empirically that arrays with
no NNN-coupling cannot be used as DBC because the
condition number of the α-matrix is infinite. On the
contrary, NNN coupling allows the possibility to have
finite condition numbers for all DBC configurations. Nu-
merical search shows that a few among all the possi-
ble combinations of field injection and waveguide array
length are well-conditioned (CN< 10). Inspection of the
intensities and phases of the elements of well- and ill-
conditioned α-matrices shows that the conditioning is
correlated to the distribution of phases. In particular,
well-conditioned matrices have a greater phase diversity
than ill-conditioned ones. I have shown how this fact
is related to the analytical form of the input-response
function of the waveguide array, whose phase charac-
teristics change dramatically by adding NNN-coupling.
Additionally, the numerical simulations based on ran-
domly constructed α-matrices clearly point out that the
NNN-coupling-induced symmetry breaking of the input-
response function is necessary to use arrays of waveg-
uides to retrieve simultaneously the correlation functions
of several input fields. A corollary of these tests is that
randomly constructed α-matrices perform in average sig-
nificantly worse than the optimal configuration, suggest-
ing that the optimal DBC configuration is not an ap-
proximation of a random interferometric beam combiner.
While giving insight in the coherence properties of lin-
early coupled systems, these observations and findings
have a direct impact on the design of multi-field inter-
ferometric beam combiners for applications ranging from
astronomy to quantum optics and biosensors. Further
impact of phase symmetry breaking operated by NNN
could be foreseen for instance in the engineering of path-
entangled quantum states of bi-photons propagating in
2D arrays of waveguides [21], or the understanding of the
optical properties of multi-dimensional arrays of coupled
plasmonic resonators (see e.g. [22]).
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